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Abstract. Exploration and information identification constitute challenging research problems, with important applications in sensemaking over structured argumentative dialogues. In this paper, we present the implementation ArgQL, a high-level declarative query language, designed for querying dialogical data, structured in the principles of argumentation. We implement the language using an AIF-based representation and a translation of ArgQL into (complex) SPARQL queries. ArgQL provides a simple and intuitive way to query a structured dialogue using pure argumentative terminology.
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1. Introduction

The recent advancements in the Web technologies transformed its users from passive information consumers to active creators of digital content. Web became a universal terrain, wherein humans accommodate their inherent need for communication and self-expression. This new era revealed several new research problems. Studying the informational requirements while navigating in dialogues and identifying specific pieces of data is one of the most challenging ones. The process of human argumentation on the other side has been an object of longstanding theoretical studies. Computational Argumentation [6,10] is a branch of AI and it serves theoretical and computational reasoning models that simulate human cognitive behavior while arguing [8,1,2]. It has been observed that it also defines solid and discrete constructs able to structure dialogical data.

Motivated by this observation, we introduced ArgQL (Argumentation Query Language) a high-level declarative query language, that allows for information extraction from a graph of structured and interconnected arguments. The initial specification of the language was presented in our previous work [13]. As highlighted there, ArgQL constitutes an effort to realize the requirements of querying argumentative data by translating them into particular lexicographic and syntactic rules of a language. Its syntax takes into account arguments’ internal structure, as well as the abstract, graph-like view, shaped by the existing interrelations. It serves a simple and quite elegant mechanism to write queries in the argumentation domain like "How an argument with a given conclusion is attacked?". Its prominence is amplified by the expressive complexity of traditional lan-
guages (e.g. SPARQL), even for such simple statements. We discuss such issues and give
illustrative examples in Section 3.

In this work, we describe our methodology and the technical details regarding the
execution of ArgQL. In particular, since there is no native storage scheme that conforms
to the principles of the suggested data model, we propose a mapping to the RDF data
model and then we describe the translation method of ArgQL into the associated query
language, SPARQL [9]. We choose to show the method in the context of the Semantic
Web, however given that ArgQL has been designed as a domain independent language,
we claim that it can be translated in any query language as long as there exist valid
translation mechanisms.

The rest of the document is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief de-
scription of the argumentation data model and ArgQL. Section 3 presents the mechanism
for the query execution and we conclude in section 4, with a small discussion about the
results so far and with some thoughts about future directions of this work.

2. Data model and Language

In this section we will give a brief description and some examples of the argumenta-
tion data model and ArgQL. Formal definitions and the language specification (syntax-
semantics) are found in [13]. Due to the lack of space, we describe here informally some
necessary concepts.

2.1. Argumentation Data model

The main concept in the data model is the argument. An argument is a tuple \( (pr, c) \),
where \( pr \) is called premise, \( c \) is called conclusion and it holds that \( c \) is inferred by \( pr \).
Premise and conclusion are constituted by propositions taken from the infinite set \( \mathcal{P} \).
Arguments are organized in an argument base, which also contains relations among ar-
guments, defined through contrariness and equivalence. In particular, rebut (mutually
inconsistent conclusions) and undercut (conflict between one’s conclusion and some
premise of the other) are sub-relations of attack, while endorse (equivalent conclusions)
and backing (equivalence between one’s conclusion and some premise of the other) are
sub-relations of support. Overall, the abstract view of the argument base forms a graph,
whose nodes are structured arguments and in which, there are four different types of
edges created by these four types of sub-relations. We also use the notion of path as a
sequence of relations between two arguments in the argument graph.

2.2. ArgQL language

Let an infinite set \( V \), which includes the variables of the language. Variables are
prefixed with ‘?’ and are used to bind with values from the data. Values of propositions
are always in quotes “ ”. The general form of an ArgQL query is:

\[
q \leftarrow \text{match} \hspace{1em} \text{dialogue pattern} \hspace{1em} (, \hspace{1em} \text{dialogue pattern})^* \hspace{1em} \text{return} \hspace{1em} \text{varlist}
\]

where \( \text{varlist} = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n) \), with \( v_i \in V \) is a list of variables. A dialogue pattern may
have one of the following two forms:

\[
\text{dialogue pattern} ::= \hspace{1em} \text{argpattern} \hspace{1em} | \hspace{1em} \text{argpattern} \hspace{1em} \text{pathpattern} \hspace{1em} \text{dialogue pattern}
\]
Argument patterns constitute primary units in the language and are designed to match the structure of arguments. Syntactically, an argument pattern can be either a single variable \( v_a \in V \), or have the form \( v_a, \{\text{premisePattern}, \text{conclusionPattern}\} \). PremisePattern and conclusionPattern restrict the premise and conclusion part of arguments, respectively. More precisely, the second form of an argument pattern may be one of the following:

\[
v_a;\{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}, c\quad \text{or} \quad v_a;\{v_p[f], c\}
\]

where \( p_i \in \mathcal{P}, c \in \mathcal{P} \cup V, v_p \in V \) and \( f \) a premise filter. Variable \( v_p \) matches the premise part of arguments and takes values from \( 2^\mathcal{P} \), whereas \( c \) matches the conclusion part and may be either a variable or a constant proposition value. The occurrence of the expression \( [f] \) is optional. When existed, the premise is restricted based on a particular proposition set, let \( s \), and we have 3 types of filters: inclusion, join and disjointness written as \([s], [s] \) and \([s]\), respectively. Below, we show some examples of example patterns:

- \( \{?a/\{("p_1")\}, ?c\} \): match arguments whose premise include some equivalent proposition of "p_1".
- \( \{?a,"c":?c\} \): match arguments with conclusion any equivalent proposition of "c"
- \( \{?a/\{("p_1","p_2")\}, ?c\} \): match arguments whose premise intersect with a set equivalent to ("p_1","p_2")
- \( \{("p_1","p_2"),"c"\} \): instantiated arguments are also argument patterns

Path patterns are expressions that match with complete paths and allow for navigation in the graph of arguments. They are recognized by sequences of relations separated by the character '/' (e.g. attack/support/support). Note that a relation can be either one of the sub-relations (rebut, undercut, endorse, backing) or one of the general ones (attack, support). In the second case, it is indifferent which of the two sub-relations is satisfied. The expression "n" is a syntactic sugar to express the "n repetitions of a path pattern". For example rebut*2, is an alternative of rebut/rebut. In addition, we can express the case "up to n repetitions", by using the notation '+n'. In particular, attack+3 defines three different path patterns: {attack, attack/attack, attack/attack/attack}. The coexistence of multiple number indicators in the same pattern gives a number of combinations, equal to the proliferation of the '+' indicators.

- \( a \) (attack*2/support)*2 \( ?pr_2,"c"\): matches with sequences of arguments, satisfying the path attack/attack/support or the attack/attack/support/attack/attack/support and also result to an argument with conclusion "c".

Next, we show some examples of complete queries in ArgQL:

Q1. Find arguments which "defend"(attack the attackers of) arguments with conclusion equivalent to "Cloning is going to be awesome" and return all of them. Such queries are inspired by Dung [6] and can be used to implement some of his semantics.

```sparql
match ?a1 (attack/attack)+3
?a2:<?pr, "Cloning is going to be awesome">
return ?a1, ?a2
```

Q2. Find and return arguments which attack arguments at distance of three support relations from an argument, which contains as one of its premises the proposition "cloning contributes positively in artificial insemination", or an equivalent one.

```sparql
match ?arg attack/(support)+3
<?pr/\"cloning contributes ... insemination\">, ?c
return ?arg, ?c
```
Q3. Find pairs of arguments whose premise sets intersect and return them.

```sql
return ?a1, ?a2
```

3. Query execution

In this section, we describe the proposed implementation of ArgQL. Figure 1 depicts the execution flow for the translation into an arbitrary storage scheme. The ArgQL Parser part is responsible to recognize valid queries of the language. Data and Query mappings part bridges the gap between ArgQL and the actual data, by realizing the translation of queries and their results. Finally, part KB represents the data stored in a specific format (Relational, RDF, XML etc). Each different format should define different data and query mappings.

![Figure 1. Process of query execution](image)

In this work, we will show this flow for the RDF data model. To this end, we break down our strategy into the following tasks:

- Building an ArgQL parser
- Creating a dataset by defining an ontological scheme in RDFS and store RDF data of this form
- Formalizing the mappings between the concepts of the argumentation data model and the specific ontology
- Implementing a translation method of an ArgQL query into its respective SPARQL that will target the RDF data.

ArgQL parser. To implement the validation of ArgQL queries, we use the ANTLR compiler\(^1\), a tool for language recognition, which provides a framework for constructing recognizers, compilers and translators from grammatical descriptions, containing Java, C++, or C# actions.

Ontology Scheme and Dataset description. In recent years, the community of Argument Web [3,7] seem to have consented into a standard RDF conceptualization for argumentative data, the AIF ontology [5,4]. In order to be compatible with this tendency, we also adopt that scheme to cover our requirements for this task. More precisely, we use its latest version, AIF+ [11], which constitutes an extension designed to capture concepts for dialogical argumentation. The core ontology of AIF constitutes a two-level ontology. The topmost layer consists of two disjoint sets of nodes, which are abstractly defined:

\[^1\]http://www.antlr.org/
information nodes denoted by \( I \), to hold the textual content, and scheme nodes, denoted by \( S \). Scheme nodes are further specialized into three different and also disjoint sets of nodes for inference application, preference application and conflict application, denoted as RA-, PA-, CA-node, respectively. At this level, there are also various constraints on how components interact: information nodes, for example, can only be connected to other information nodes via scheme nodes of one sort or another. Scheme nodes, on the other hand, can be connected to other scheme nodes directly to express complex statements like conflicts on inferences, preferences on conflicts etc. At the lowest layer, these concepts become more specific by allowing via inheritance, to define for example particular inference schemes (e.g. presumptive), or represent the Walton schemes [12], retaining constraints defined in the layer above. AIF+ makes a separation between the representation of actual arguments and the representation of the normative structures in a dialogue protocol. Further classes are introduced at the dialogue side, like L-node called location node that inherits I-node, TA-node called transition node, YA-node, called anchor node and MA-node, called default rephrase.

AIFdb corpora\(^2\) is an online dataset that contains argumentative data structured in the AIF+. It contains several data formats, including RDF. Currently, it enumerates over 5000 argument maps, gathered by the various argument tools and with this number to be continuously increasing.

Data mapping. In this part, we will describe the mapping between the argumentation data model targeted by ArgQL and the concepts of AIF+. The following table includes this mapping. We use the notation \( cls(x) \) to denote the class instance in AIF, created by the concept \( x \) from the data model on the left. As a result, \( cls \) may have one of the types \( (i, ra, ca, pa, loc, ya, ta, ma) \) for the respective AIF+ classes I-, RA-, CA-, PA-, Locution-, YA-, TA-, MA-node. Each cell in the right column includes two sets: The set \( nodes \) describes the class instances in AIF to which the concept on the left cell is mapped. The set \( edges \) includes the edges between these instances. An edge is represented as \( cls_1(x) - cls_2(y) \) (e.g. \( i(p_1) - i(p_2) \) is an edge between two instances of the class I-node).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument data model</th>
<th>AIF+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposition ( p )</td>
<td>nodes: ( i(p) ), content of ( i(p) ) = ( p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument ( a = \langle p_1, \ldots, p_n \rangle ), ( c )</td>
<td>nodes: ( i(p_1), \ldots, i(p_n), i(c), ra(a) ) edges: ( i(p_1) - ra(a), \ldots, i(p_n) - ra(a), ra(a) - i(c) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict ( x ) between ( p_1 ) and ( p_2 )</td>
<td>nodes: ( i(p_1), i(p_2), ca(x) ) edges: ( i(p_1) - ca(x), ca(x) - i(p_2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalence ( e ) between ( p_1 ) and ( p_2 )</td>
<td>nodes: ( i(p_1), i(p_2), loc(p_1), loc(p_2), ya(p_1), ya(p_2), ta(e), ya(e), ma(e) ) edges: ( i(p_1) - ya(p_1), i(p_2) - ya(p_2), ya(p_1) - loc(p_1), ya(p_2) - loc(p_2) loc(p_1) - ta(e), ta(e) - loc(p_2), ta(e) - ya(e), ya(e) - ma(e) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Data mapping table

Each single proposition \( p \in P \) generates a unique I-node, the information content of which is the value of \( p \). Each argument \( a \) is mapped to an instance of inference node (RA), for which, there are \( n \) incoming edges from the I-nodes generated by the premises \( p_1, \ldots, p_n \) and one outgoing edge to the I-node generated by the conclusion \( c \). Conflicts

\(^2\)http://www.corpora.aifdb.org/
between propositions $p_1, p_2$ are mapped to instance nodes of CA class, which lie between the I-nodes of $p_1$ and $p_2$. Finally, concerning the equivalences between propositions $p_1, p_2$, AIF+ introduces the notion of default rephrase represented by the class MA. To express the default rephrase between the I-nodes of $p_1, p_2$, a number of classes are created that make the transition to the dialogue side and a number of edges linking them that result to the particular instance of MA, as shown in the last row of the mapping table.

**Query translation and execution.** Due to the lack of space, we will give an visual description of the translation mechanism. For anyone interested to deepen in the formal details, there is a comprehensive analysis in the document.  

The main idea is that each different element (usually pattern) of a query generates a small piece in the overall graph pattern. The final SPARQL query is built progressively, throughout the construction of the parse tree in the process of the lexicographic and syntactic recognition of $q$. During the whole process, new variables are created to bind with the URIs of the RDF resources and to perform the various joins. Each different alternative even in the same rule, usually gives a different result. Let the query:

$$q : \text{match } ?a1:(?pr1["p1"]}, ?c1) \text{ attack } ?a2:(?pr2, "c2"), \text{ return } ?a1, ?a2, ?a3$$

It asks to find arguments that attack those with conclusion "$c_2"$, and then to find those, which have also as premises the premises of the "attackers".

Figure 2 illustrates a part of the translation process of $q$.  

Figure 2. Part of the translation process of $q$.

---

3http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/ArgQL/ArgQLtoSPARQL.pdf
at step 5 when the complete argument pattern has been recognized, the SPARQL graph pattern that corresponds to it is composed by the conjunction of the \( \text{premPattern} \) and \( \text{conclPattern} \) graph patterns and the triple pattern \((?_ra2 \text{ rdf:type aif:RA-node})\).

The next figure, shows the complete SPARQL generated by the query above. What is highlighted by this example is the expressive complexity of SPARQL to the particular requirements set by the ArgQL query. Apart from the difficulty to write such a query, it is also impossible for someone to read it and understand what it requires. The implementation of the language can be found here\(^4\).

![Figure 3. SPARQL query q*, generated by the translation of query q](image)

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we presented the technical details concerning the implementation of ArgQL. The ability to execute ArgQL queries in real datasets, gives prominence also to its practical application and usefulness, except from the theoretic significance presented in [13]. To our point of view, ArgQL is a language with important prospects in the argumentation domain. It revealed several interesting issues relevant to the searching into dialogical data, the confrontation of which would enhance remarkably the process with more qualitative data extraction techniques. For example, the integration of the language with some reasoning mechanisms that will allow for dynamic computations and creation of data “at query time” is an idea. Such mechanisms will allow for Dung-style (and simi-

---

\(^4\)http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/ArgQL
lar) analysis of argumentation frameworks and the identification of acceptable arguments under various semantics. Furthermore, we plan to afford "smart" searching mechanisms within the textual content of argument, such as advanced keyword-searching and content-based searching, imprecise textual mappings (e.g., taking into account synonyms, or typos in the text), exploratory/navigational capabilities etc.
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